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Abstract: According to Scientific American (December 2009), energy efficiency of buildings can be increased
by 15% if its inhabitants have access to energy profiles on daily basis. Authors offer to reach this effect by
applying  the  concept  of  digital  signage to  classical  Building  Energy Management Systems (BEMS).
Publicly available  building  information  makes it possible for building inhabitants to track energy
consumption,  gamification  methods  can  make  them  interested  in controlling energy usage on daily basis.
A concept of  flexible  dashboards  for  digital signage based on BEMS, which uses gamification techniques
and provides basic building blocks for personalized building energy-saving campaigns, made available as an
adaptable product. This concept will allow increasing energy performance and quality of energy management.
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INTRODUCTION Information  and  internet technologies allow

Energy  prices  motivates  research  on  saving the deviation from the baseline in real-time by BEMS, but
energy, ranging from making buildings smarter  and in most of the cases they left unmanaged (or incorrectly)
energy friendly to increasing awareness of public building managed anddo not benefit.  In 2010, Lawrence Berkeley
inhabitants inducing important behavior changes in the National Laboratory released a study on the energy
daily routines.  Building inhabitant’s awareness, in management systems that were installed in commercial
particular, has a saving potential of around 5–15% [1], buildings [3].  More than half of the respondents to this
meaning that just by changing the daily behavior; it is survey reported that they actually used the energy
possible  to save up to 15% of total building energy management system less than once a month.
usage. However, convincing people to change daily The misunderstanding    and    lack   of  knowledge
routines  is  not  trivial  and can seldom rely only on on  how  to  effectively  utilize  what  is  currently
almost static, monthly information written on paper bills available is  limiting  the efficient operation of a building
or on-line energy accounts. as well as the return on investment of these systems.

To reach 15% economy building inhabitants need to Correct  building  management requires  knowledge  and
watch building energy profiles in real-time on daily basis an understanding of how to interpret a wide range of
[2]. Development of  internet technologies allows building data.
reducing latency between measurement and Digital signage can be used for visual representation
representation data to end-user. Now energy data can be of an entity’s energy consumption. This is to turn the
used as an additional  control  parameter of buildings data into structured information that can catch attention
(such as speedometer in a car) in real-time. Moreover, this and be understood relatively quickly. This gives building
data can be combined with additional information about users visibility  into  the  energy consumption of the site
the building (such as retrospective energy data, energy or group of sites. Recently developed gamification
targets and weather forecasts) to give a complete and techniques can additionally attract users, which can
continuous overview of processes in a building. (possibly) lead to additional energy savings.

constant monitoring of  building  systems and calculate
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Digital signage based BEMS system can track be displayed in a simple manner and appropriately
economic  and  social  effectiveness  of  solar  plants, grouped in order to motivate inhabitants. Among several
publicly show and detect irrational energy usage and feedback opportunities, Wood and Newborough reported
malfunction of equipment in public buildings and goal setting, self-competition and monetary rewarding as
supermarkets. the most effective here.

The  contribution  of  this  paper  is  a  concept of On the converse, they demonstrate that expressing
digital signage additionally or part of a BEMS, which energy  usage  in  monetary  units  is  not   effective  due
provides  social  control  on  building  energy  profiles, to the small daily cost of consumed energy. Carbon
which can increase energy efficiency and the awareness dioxide  and   other   environmental   units,   to   which
of building inhabitants. Implementation of gamification home  inhabitants  are  not  accustomed,  while  the
techniques will attract additional attention to energy classical kWh energy measure is better accepted,
profiles. although few people really understand this unit, also

Background: Increase of energy efficiency is primarily a been driving part of the design of the feedback
human-related  task  needing user centered approaches mechanisms  analyzed  in  this  survey  paper,  especially
for being tackled [4-6]. the goal-setting feedback that  lies at the basis of the

Simon  Roberts,  Helen  Humphries  and  Verity designed feedback interfaces.
Hyldon focus  group  research  to assess consumer According to studies [4], wasteful behavior can
preferences  for  feedback  and  improved  information consume twice more energy comparing to conversation
about  energy  consumption  at home [7]. The study behavior. The results of the research are displayed on
shows  interesting  insights  on  the  energy  behavior  of Figure 1.
the interviewed inhabitants. In particular, the study Granderson, Piette and Ghatikar analyzed behavior of
indicates that they: energy usage of different sites, reason of non-effective

Exhibit a high level of cynicism about the motivations [2] (Table 1).
of energy suppliers to promote energy saving and a Literature studies show that this increased energy
general distrust in their advice; efficiency can be achieved by acting on two distinct
Show high awareness and knowledge of energy classes of behaviors: efficiency behaviors and curtailment
saving measures  and  techniques  but do not know [9]. Efficiency  behavior  is  typically an investment, e.g.,
the cost andassume it is very expensive; by substituting an equipment to more energy efficient
Demonstrate little motivation to act and high andtheir effects usually last for long periods of time
resistance to being forced to act; (permanent or semi-permanent). On the other hand,
Have very clear preferences (and dislikes) on curtailment refers to repetitive behaviors that
feedback options; householders adopt to reduce their energy consumption,
Right feedback to examine reasons for change in e.g., turning off  the  personal computer when nobody
consumption and may be stimulated to take actions. uses it[6].The ideas how to engage people in energy

Wood and Newborough investigated the energy theory [10].
information transfer in the home, with the aim of better At the most fundamental level, gamification is the
enabling energy conservation through central and local concept of using game mechanics to drive game-like
displays. In their work, they analyze and discuss methods engagement  and  actions  in  a  non-game  context  [11].
for motivating  energy  saving behavior and for By introducing game mechanics into activities to make
presenting  energy-usage  information  on  two  different them more game-like (fun, rewarding and desirable),
kinds of in-home displays [8]. According to Wood people would want to take part in the system proactively
studies, information alone about energy use in a room, by and continually [12].
an appliance, in a time period, by an end user or during an The general purpose of this work is to create a
activity will not motivate energy saving. Experimental solution-digital signage based BEMS, which will be more
evidence showed, in fact, such information needs both to efficient compared to classical BEMS [12].

show  similar  ineffectiveness.  The  Wood  study  has

energy usage and actions to reduce energy consumption

saving  tasks  can  be  presented within gamification
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Table 1: Summary of actions taken based on building energy information 

Site observation/action EIS data points Energy Impact

UC Merced Excessive overnight gas use due to non-zero pressure Steam plant pressure, gas 30% reduction in average daily gas use, 
at steam boilers $2 500 monthly savings

Sysco lights left on after hours at Stockton Sygma Building Electricity

Sysco Multi-hour daily energy efficiency strategy Building electricity, control
system set points and 
temperatures

Sysco Identification of low/no cost savings opportunities, e.g warehouse electric meters 18% in portfolio energy usage 36% 
retro commissioning and refrigeration time-ups reduction in Stockton site energy

UC Berkley Excessive ventilation and over illumination identified, whole-building electric meter 30% in whole building energy use
leading to lighting retrofit and ventilation schedule 
change

UC Berkley Multi-week chiller lockout that prevented shut-down control system setpoints

Wal-Mart Static 225 kW load at dimming control submeter Submeter electricity $35 000 avoided costs

Wal-Mart Failed or disconnected VFDs used in retrofit programs Submeter electricity Avoided zero savings at retrofit programs

Fig. 1: Energy-unaware behavior uses twice as much energy as the minimum that can be achieved (source: [4])

Fig. 2: Architecture of digital-signage based BEMS

Solution Concept: Based on scientific studies, customer The Solution Consists of Three Layers:
surveys and practical experience with EcoSCADA the
following requirements need to fulfill: application should Data Export. That can be any of publicly available
be platform independent, integrated with services freely data sources list of data sources,  which  can be any
available on internet and must be adaptable over time [13]. of available resources, providing weather forecast
The  architecture  of  proposed  solution  is shown on (for e.g. weather forecast from www.no.ry, Swiss
Figure 2. meteorological institute etc.) etc. 
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Fig. 3: DSBEMS in configuration mode

Fig. 4: DSBEMS in Review mode (fit to screen)

Fig. 5: DSBEMS in Review mode (expand screen)
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Data preparation and processing is needed only if After clicking the publish button, user get a link
case if gadget combine data from several separated which make it possible to generate permanent link to a
sources or  apply  machine  learning algorithms in dashboard in review  mode  (shown  on  Figure 4 and
real-time. Figure 5).
Representation of data, which is consistent with the
platform and a number of gadgets. Gadgets: Gadgets are tools, which can be, realized

Solution Design: The aim of  digital signage application (energy) data in combination with other gadgets in the
is to serve users with basic functionalities of classical way it brings value to users.
BEMS system, with possibility easily extend with new Creating of new gadget consists of the following
custom-made gadgets. stages:

The application manages the skin layout as a solution
to apply personal branding of the dashboard along with Defining the purpose and goals of creating gadgets.
gadgets, which a certain user likes in place in the building. On this stage, it is recommended to ask the following
The platform can be in configuration (Figure 3) and view questions:  a) what are we going to show? b) Why do
mode (Figure 4 - ‘fit to screen’ mode) to show in Digital we like to show this? c) How are we going to show?
Signage format. Figure 5 shows ‘expand screen’ mode to d) For whom will we show this?
be observed by building owners. Defining data source, examining data quality of the

Expand screen mode adds functionality to BEMS data source. The data source can be an energy data
(Digital Signage BEMS (DSBEMS)) and can replace database (e.g. EcoSCADA, weather service etc.).
iGoogle dashboard). Defining period to show on dashboard:  static

DSBEMS    shows      information      according    to information, retrospective (weekly, monthly, yearly),
the    configuration      set     by     building   managers. data in real-time, forecasts.
The configuration of the dashboard can be set in the Defining interaction rules with end-users: no
following steps: interaction, direct interaction, indirect interaction.

Define purpose  of  the  dashboard. It might be (compete), following up  targets,  generate advices,
saving energy, adding social control for a building, act automatically.
increase brand awareness and loyalty, entertain the Choose a way of information representation: text,
inhabitants. diagrams (line charts and bar charts),
Define target audience for the dashboard. Taking into Define methods of gamification to involve more
consideration: building type (office, trade centers attention of users to a problem. This possibly can be
etc), building size (<1000 m2, 10 000 m2, 100 000 m2), adding levels, virtual rewards, competition between
amount of viewers per day (1, 2-5, 50, 100, 1000), entities andhall of honor.
available budgets for energy saving projects.
Define dashboard feedback. Inform people, provide Table 2 is created to help in generation of ideas for
passive feedback by advices and critics, or perform new gadgets.
event-based automatic control.
Define methods how user can interact with the Case Studies: The concept was implemented in
dashboard. QR codes can be used for it. programming code EcoSCADA contains measured data
Define user actions. User can inform administration from more than 1000 buildings. The solution is developed
about abnormal energy usage by mobile, directly or in C# using the following frameworks: MVC4, highcharts
indirectly communicate with sensors, connected to [14] and bootstrap [15]. Figures 6 represents the first
dashboard. gadgets for the flexible solution.
Configure settings of dashboard (amount of screens Figure 5.1 shows CO2 reduction in kilometers driven
to show, language andskin) by  different   cars   (col2,  row5  according  to  table 2).
Configure gadgets (select gadgets from list, data- CO2 reductions in  equivalent  of   kilometers driven by
sources, configure settings of gadget) car calculated by the following formula:

separately from the digital signage platform and represent

Define purpose of the dashboard: inform, compare



kilometers
2

Energyconsumption 0.67total
CO perKm

⋅
=
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Table 2: A framework for creating of new gadgets

Inform (col1) Benchmark/Competition (col2) Set targets (col3) Actions advice (col3) Actions extreme (col4)

interaction 1) turning off monitors 1) switch off lights

indirective 2) switching off light 2) lover light level

(row1) 3) Not to use heating at 

selected period

4) Coffee machine need to be

charged

interaction directive 1) switching off lights

(row2)

Information static 1) object picture

(row 3) 2) average energy 

bill

3) object size

4) object

5) location

5) etc

information real-time 1) real-time energy 1) comparison consumption

(row5) production  2) at real time with maximum

real-time energy consumption over year

consumption  3)

vliner performance

information forecast 1) weather

(row6) forecast

2) traffic jams

Information 1) annual energy 1) CO2 reduction 1) Following yearly 1) Competitions

retrospective consumption 2) Efficiency increase targets between building

(row7) 3) money saved 2) Showing 2) How many km

2) annual energy 4) Average energy efficiency we can drive

production consumption/ rating, current with different cars

3) how many dollars production and ideal position

was saved by 3) Show drift in

solar plant energy consumption

4) ROI of investment from year to year

project

5) energy 

consumed/produced

for selective period

same building, compare day and night energy
(1) consumption from the same measurement (col2, row5

Where: energy consumption (kWh) total amount of Figure 6.3 represents line-chart-energy
energy saved  by  installation  of  solar  panels, consumption/energy production on daily basis which
CO perKm (g/km)-amount of grams of CO  exhausted into shows energy consumption/production in real-time2 2

the atmosphere. (marked in red), yesterday energy consumption/energy
Figure 6.2 shows bar charts which can compare production andthe average value ( user can choose:

energy   consumption    for   the   last   7,   30   days  and seven last days or average of four the same days of week)
12  months  between  different  measurements  of  the (col1, row5 according to Table 2).

according to table 2).
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Fig. 6: Gadgets for digital signage dashboard

Fig. 7: Dashboard installed in Administrative center in Vorselaar, Belgium.

Figure 6.4 shows saving in CO2 brought by CONCLUSION
installation of solar panels or changes in energy
consumption. It can show CO2 reduction in kg as an Authors offered  to  apply  digital signage concept
absolute value and in percent in comparison with the and gamification  theory   to improve efficiency of
situation before installation (col3, row7 according to classical BEMS. Digital signage principles allowed
Table3). bringing information stored in BEMS databases to

Figure 6.5 shows an energy gadget, which aimed to building  inhabitants, gamification  principles  made
make children more aware of processes in a building. people pay more attention to energy processes.
Example of  an  installation  of digital signage BEMS can The concept implemented in several locations in
be observed on Figure 7. Belgium and The Netherlands.
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